Abstract. In the same way as the Virasoro algebra can be connected with Kac-Moody algebras defined on the S ~ circle, the area-preserving diffeomorphism algebra SDlff(~r where Jr' is a two-dimensional surface, acts as a derivation algebra on super Kac-Moody algebras with one or two supersymmetries. Then a Sugawara-like construction with fermions of the nonextended SDiff(~') algebra is discussed.
I. Introduction
The algebra of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms on a surface Jr', usually denoted by SDiff(./g), directly shows up in many different areas of theoretical physics: theory of a perfect incompressible fluid on J/[1], 'restricted gravity' in the context of the cosmological constant [2, 3] , self-dual Einstein equations in relativity [4] , theory of relativistic surfaces [5] , and so on. Several papers have been recently published describing mathematical properties of SDiff(~r We can note in particular the relationship between the SU(Go) algebras and SDiff(Jg) when Jr' is either the two-dimensional torus or the sphere S 2 [6], as well as the connection between woo (a limit when N ~ ~ of WN algebras) and the algebra of area-preserving diffeomorphisms on a cylinder [7] .
One may be tempted to try a correspondence, at least formally, between the symmetry algebra of the string action, i.e. the Virasoro algebra seen as the (central extension of) diffeomorphism algebra on the world sheet, and the residual symmetry in the theory of more extended objects ~r with dim J//> 1, that is SDiff(~'). At this point, let us remember that a very important characteristic of the Virasoro algebra V is its property to act as a derivation algebra on any Kac-Moody (KM) algebra .~(S~), where S ~ is the one-dimensional circle. The existence of the semidirect sum .~(S ~) [] V plays a fundamental role, not only on a technical point of view (i.e. construction of Virasoro representations from KM ones), but also because it relates current algebra and conformal symmetry (i.e. WZW models).
In a previous publication [8], we have studied explicitly all the central extensions which can be defined for a surface algebra if(J/), i.e. direct generalization of the loop algebra ff(S z) when S l is replaced by a closed surface of higher dimension. Given a surface ~ with dim ~ > l, and contrarily to the usual KM case, the number of central extensions is no more one, up to a multiplicative factor, but infinite. Denoting to the cocycle associated to a central extension, the corresponding algebra will be denoted by (~(J[). Then we have determined, for each to, the subalgebra of the diffeomorphism algebra Diff(Jf) compatible with (~,~(J#), that is the set of elements in Diff(~') which act as derivations on (~,~(dr It happens that there exists no to such that the semi-direct sum of ~Yo(Jt) by SDiff(~) is possible. However, some geometrical properties concerning SDiff(J/) have been deduced, in particular the one-to-one correspondence between the differential operators specifying the central extensions and the elements of SDiff(J[).
In this Letter, we consider in more detail the case of a two-dimensional compact surface ~. Then enlarging ~' to the supermanifold ~'~ = J# x Gr(1), where Gr(l) denotes the Grassmann algebra with one 0 generator, and looking at the super KM algebras defined on ~, we will show there does exist a cocycle to such that the ~,~(~r ) compatible algebra in Diff(ir ) contains SDiff(J/) as a subalgebra. As can be seen in the following, this particular central extension shows up among fermionic generators of (~(J71). This will suggest a 'Sugawara-like' construction of SDiff(J[) in terms of fermions. In a second step, we will consider the N = 2 supermanifold ~r = ~ x Gr(2) with two supersymmetries. Then it will be possible to select a super KM algebra r~(~2) such that its compatible algebra contains the supersymmetric extension of SDiff(~) proposed by membrane theorists [9] . Finally, relaxing the condition of closure for////, and considering the cylinder, we will see that it is still possible to associate a super Kac-Moody algebra to SDiff(S 1 x R).
We start by recalling in Section 2 the two main results we need in order to achieve the above-mentioned program, namely the explicit expression of the most general central extension -or cocycle co -for a KM algebra defined on a supermanifold .~ x Gr(N), and the algebraic condition to be satisfied by a supervector field to act as a derivation on ff~, (v/[ x Gr(N) ). Then Sections 3 and 4 are, respectively, devoted to the cases dim ~ = 2 with one and two supersymmetries. Comments on the obtained results will constitute the conclusion.
Central Extensions and Compatible Condition
We start by considering the supersurface algebra ff(~' x Gr(N)) direct generalization of the loop algebra ff(S 1) in which the circle S ~ has been replaced by the supersurface ~' x Gr(N), Jr being a compact closed surface of dimension m and Gr(N) the Grassmann algebra generated by N anticommuting fermions 0~ (a = l,..., N; 0 2 = 0). There is a one-to-one correspondence between the possible
